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June 2019 — Legislative Intelligence Update   

Regulation Best Interest: Debate over Standard for Investment Advice 

Continues 

  
Welcome to this edition of the Investments & Wealth Institute Legislative Intelligence. 

This month’s column reviews the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC 

or Commission) recently updated market conduct standard for brokerage firms, 

Regulation Best Interest (Reg BI). Instead of ending the debate over the appropriate 

standard for financial advisors, the SEC’s recent action exacerbates the internal 

divide within the financial services industry. For a quick overview, the Institute’s 

executive summary of the regulatory package condenses the nearly 1,400 pages into 

six. The Institute's Exceptional Advisor Podcast also published a special edition 

episode on Regulation BI. 

Click here to listen to the podcast  
   

 

  

Regulation Best Interest Prompts Renewed State Battle 
As Fiduciary Spat Continues to Shake Up Industry 

  
A regulatory bundle of two rules and two interpretative releases for broker-dealers 

(BDs) and registered investment advisers (RIAs) brokerage-advisory firm guidance 

were approved  in separate 3-1 votes on June 5, 2019, by the four-member 

Commission. For the moment, the SEC’s approval of Reg BI settles the debate over a 

stockbroker’s advice standard. However, political and intra-industry battle lines drawn 

years ago over a “best interest” standard for advice remains as heated as ever. With 

the prospect for prolonged litigation in federal and state courts, enhanced suitability 

rules by state insurance regulators, and intensified competition in the marketplace 

between the buy- and sell-sides for investor assets. 

  

Overview 

Without explicitly saying so, Reg BI imposes a quasi-fiduciary standard on brokerage 

firms’ retail investment advice by substantially adding to brokers’ existing suitability 

standard with components of a fiduciary duty of loyalty. A dual-purpose disclosure 

document and Form CRS—or customer relationship summary—will provide investors 
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https://email.investmentsandwealth.org/e2t/c/*W8fYb9T8-FBPcW7m-vvM25WRKj0/*W73_BHY33sw8LW7ScBkQ59ZH0Z0/5/f18dQhb0SbTV8Y9XHdW5Gyq5Q1k63-nW7t5LyP56B1NwW6Dk5V-5zh-NRVnQ9Qq8--HBkW8-tr9t8_1GqmW8YwhlG30V2S5W1Txv6L8Yx0R4W1HHPlt4fdrH8W56lj8P31qBJDN2MTPSyKng6qW1Wg4bj4BgNp1W557S8V1TcYMpW58j71D2KFMjFW1ThgJ55lKGDgW8zNHGD55nSC9W1VJH714c2Rr9W71B_tr1x4lQBW6G8-Rx4yWFq0VHcWm97xG0j6N6gXBFn7Q-1sVVQf4X5vDhWYW5JNxgQ8tyNH2N1kcdnwg-QKqV_z1_93bQpxGW4WYp2P1p9mLSW3kvPV75H16PvN95-jT2_RhPmV-KY1764jFmfW4SFL0S5G6S_JW5zJNvf9brPRdW29Tdhd3NNyBzVW0K4c4wVHl5W64c9tX8GclM4W4Ts-gX4Pw1VkW2sbPxn1GZD9MW49WVMf3LTkfCW2-VQcC42tftRW2_fH5y5qdN3FW7hQfC36mHnMVW4fQN6371VmCGVzw0ZT4tKsCFW8Gm5Qf4nCW80N3QzSg8QN_TjW5HSw9P4313mb0
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an overview of the difference in the BD and (RIA business models and legal 

standards. 

  

Two related areas of guidance, one providing a summary of fiduciary duties of RIAs 

and the other the outer boundaries of investment advice for brokers, i.e., the “solely 

incidental” exemption for brokers without triggering fiduciary status, also were 

approved by the SEC with Democratic appointee Robert Jackson dissenting on all 

four measures. 

  

The purpose of the regulatory overhaul, according to the SEC’s adopting release for 

Reg BI, is “to enhance the quality of retail investors’ relationships with broker-dealers 

and investment advisers … while preserving retail investor access and choice.” 

  

The Reg BI package is also a political response by the Trump administration to the 

Obama administration’s much tougher fiduciary rule governing investment advice to 

retirement accounts. That rule was written by the Department of Labor (DOL) and 

overturned by a federal appeals court last year. Industry calls for the SEC to take the 

lead resulted in the June 5 package. The two rules—Reg BI and Form CRS 

disclosure—have an effective compliance date of June 30, 2020. The fiduciary and 

solely incidental guidance are interpretations of existing law and regulation and 

essentially in effect since June 5. 

  

Regulation Best Interest 

At 771 pages, Reg BI is the major component of the regulatory package approved by 

the SEC. Reg BI essentially combines the existing suitability obligation of a broker 

with a quasi-fiduciary duty of loyalty by requiring the firms and its agents who provide 

investment advice to retail brokerage accounts to disclose and mitigate conflicts of 

interest under a “best interest” obligation. 

  

This overarching obligation contains four subordinate duties: (1) the previously 

mentioned Disclosure Obligation, which requires disclosure of materials fees and 

costs and services to be provided; (2) a Care Obligation, which borrows in part from 

the DOL prudence obligation and FINRA Rule 2111; (3) a Conflict of Interest 

Obligation that requires the firm to maintain policies and procedures designed to 

identify, avoid, or mitigate incentives that would cause brokers to place the firm’s 

interests ahead of the customer’s; and (4) a Compliance Obligation, or catch-all 

provision that requires the firm to achieve overall compliance with Reg BI. 

  

https://email.investmentsandwealth.org/e2t/c/*W8fYb9T8-FBPcW7m-vvM25WRKj0/*W7M5zhq4nlBDqN7JTCQVlckHz0/5/f18dQhb0SbTV8Y9XHdW5Gyq5Q1k63-nW7t5LyP56B1NwW6Dk5V-5zh-NRVnQ9Qq8--HBkW8-tr9t8_1GqmW8YwhlG30V2P7N8W1JJXpDfd8Ms1HX_KpbWSW2PjdzK31qBJDN2MTPSyKng6qW1Wg4bj4BgNp1W557S8V1TcYMpW58j6_w3jsQrRW7K-d0233q5BdW548GrJ5lKvt_N5420y5JVPYnW3CPQ_B5D8zFFVjPrjW5V5trRN3lrD78XzBBJW7cvxRc8_52d0W26pdfj35ybjQW9c0v7_8p2032VSkrBt5xC7YZW1ls-nh5rhyt-N2zktydYgBwxN95f6tpXvDpLW39YLGy2C2p4zW6LKzBH3HRNxsW5Hgn6q61MmmvW3MxL2m5Hx5jLW6SM0pN2zNS9KW36LHWG5GFtSHW3bYS927q7-ShMbXmZy6Y9ktTTrJm5xQdKqW4DmnL42TwdXGW52QyVM6NMpShW6P_Sbd12qclBW5vqJkn1JBm24W4qTbYx4ZHgc_W4hsxJd4L2LGTW84YDSJ8B_ZvsW1MWhN-1MKd9Rf3r52SD11
https://email.investmentsandwealth.org/e2t/c/*W8fYb9T8-FBPcW7m-vvM25WRKj0/*W2qbD2D5QxpswW3MsBzs7r4Ktl0/5/f18dQhb0SbTV8Y9XHdW5Gyq5Q1k63-nW7t5LyP56B1NwW6Dk5V-5zh-NRVnQ9Qq8--HBkW8-tr9t8_1GqmW8YwhlG30V2P7N8W1JJXpDfd8Ms1HX_KpbWSW2PjdGs31qBJDN2MTPSyKng6qW1Wg4bj4BgNp1W557S8V1TcYMpW58j6_w3jsQrRW7K-d0233q5BdW548GrJ5lKvt_N5420y5JVPYnW3CPQ_B5D8zFFVjPrjW5V5trRN3lrD78XzBBJW7cvxRc8_52d0W26pdfj35ybjQW9c0v7_8p2032VSkrBt5xC7YZW1ls-nh5rhyt-N2zktydYgBwxN95f6tpXvDpLW39YLGy2C2p4zW6LKzBH3HRNxsW5Hgn6q61MmmvW3MxL2m5Hx5jLW6SM0pN2zNS9KW36LHWG5GFtSHW3bYS927q7-ShMbXmZy6Y9ktTTrJm5xQdKqW4DmnL42TwdXGW52QyVM6NMpShW6P_Sbd12qclBW5vqJkn1JBm24W4qTbYx4ZHgc_W4hsxJd4L2LGTW84YDSJ8B_ZvsW1MWhN-1MKdchf5jPPFc11
https://email.investmentsandwealth.org/e2t/c/*W8fYb9T8-FBPcW7m-vvM25WRKj0/*W2qbD2D5QxpswW3MsBzs7r4Ktl0/5/f18dQhb0SbTV8Y9XHdW5Gyq5Q1k63-nW7t5LyP56B1NwW6Dk5V-5zh-NRVnQ9Qq8--HBkW8-tr9t8_1GqmW8YwhlG30V2P7N8W1JJXpDfd8Ms1HX_KpbWSW2PjdGs31qBJDN2MTPSyKng6qW1Wg4bj4BgNp1W557S8V1TcYMpW58j6_w3jsQrRW7K-d0233q5BdW548GrJ5lKvt_N5420y5JVPYnW3CPQ_B5D8zFFVjPrjW5V5trRN3lrD78XzBBJW7cvxRc8_52d0W26pdfj35ybjQW9c0v7_8p2032VSkrBt5xC7YZW1ls-nh5rhyt-N2zktydYgBwxN95f6tpXvDpLW39YLGy2C2p4zW6LKzBH3HRNxsW5Hgn6q61MmmvW3MxL2m5Hx5jLW6SM0pN2zNS9KW36LHWG5GFtSHW3bYS927q7-ShMbXmZy6Y9ktTTrJm5xQdKqW4DmnL42TwdXGW52QyVM6NMpShW6P_Sbd12qclBW5vqJkn1JBm24W4qTbYx4ZHgc_W4hsxJd4L2LGTW84YDSJ8B_ZvsW1MWhN-1MKdchf5jPPFc11
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Retail customers are defined as a natural person or their legal representative who 

receives advice on an investment strategy or securities transaction, and uses the 

recommendation primarily for individual, family, or household purposes. Reg BI does 

not impact advice to institutional investors including most Employee Retirement 

Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) plans. 

  

One significant clarification from the original proposal is that Reg BI does cover 

rollover advice from ERISA plans, including distributions, and switching accounts. It 

does not apply to self-directed trades by a customer. 

  

Form CRS 

In order to help investors better understand the two business models providing 

advisory services to retail clients—broker–dealers and investment advisory firms—the 

SEC adopted a type of “umbrella” disclosure form with high-level disclosures of 

information about each business model. The three major areas of disclosure require 

information about (1) the types of clients and services offered; (2) basic information on 

fees, conflicts of interest, and the standard of conduct; and (3) disciplinary history, if 

any. 

  

The adopting release for Form CRS takes 524 pages to explain (not including 

instructions for filling out the form), and limits firms to two pages of disclosure 

information unless the firm is dually registered as a BD/RIA. Dual registrants have a 

choice of providing prospective or existing customers the two different forms or a 

combined four-page disclosure covering both types of registration. The rule requires 

the use of plain English and some boilerplate language, including a controversial, 

shorthand description of a best interest obligation by both to retail investors that does 

not mention the fiduciary duties of an RIA firm. SEC staff later clarified in a written 

statement to the press that RIAs may reference their fiduciary obligations elsewhere 

in Form CRS. 

  

The rule also specifies delivery requirements to prospective and existing customers 

by the June 2020 compliance deadline, in addition to when opening new accounts or 

for advice on rollovers or other major account changes. Form CRS will be considered 

as a new Part 3 of Form ADV for RIAs and a standalone disclosure document for 

BDs. 

  

Fiduciary Guidance for RIAs 
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The SEC guidance on the fiduciary standard for investment advisers reaffirms twin 

duties of care and loyalty that take up nearly 41 pages focused on three areas: (1) 

application of the fiduciary duty as determined by the scope of engagement; (2) a 

discussion of the duty of care as applied to an adviser’s suitability, best execution, 

and monitoring obligations; and (3) the duty of loyalty and obligations to either avoid 

or disclose all material facts necessary for an investor to make an informed decision 

regarding hiring the adviser or agreeing to a recommendation. 

  

The final guidance raised two areas of concern for fiduciary advocates, one of which 

was whether the fiduciary duty could be partially waived by contract, with the 

guidance not clearly stating that waivers applied solely to scope of services or to the 

actual fiduciary duty. The guidance does make clear that the fiduciary duty cannot be 

waived in its entirety. The second area of concern was whether RIAs could rely solely 

on disclosure of conflicts as a remedy or whether it was obligated to seek to avoid the 

conflict in the first place, and whether disclosure may, at times, not be a sufficient 

remedy to override the conflict. 

  

The SEC also clarified that its fiduciary guidance does not address all obligations of 

an adviser to its clients, and that it applies to both SEC- and state-registered advisory 

firms because the fiduciary standard is derived from the anti-fraud provisions of the 

Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (Advisers Act), which apply to both kinds of 

registrant. 

  

Although the SEC raised questions in the proposing release about whether it should 

register investment adviser representatives on the federal level and require continuing 

education requirements, similar to brokerage firms, as well as bonding and other 

delivery requirements pertaining to adviser compensation paid by each client, it did 

not follow-up with any formal proposals. 

  

Solely Incidental Advice of a Broker 

From time to time over the years the SEC has attempted to clarify the boundaries of 

“solely incidental” investment advice of a broker that would not trigger registration as 

an RIA. The two-prong exemption, enacted in the original 1940 law, also prohibits 

receipt of “special compensation,” or fees for the advice. Although the latter prong 

typically is relied upon by brokerage firms as a bright line between adviser and broker 

advice, both prongs must be met in order to avoid registration and the Advisers Act’s 

incumbent fiduciary obligations. 
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In its latest guidance, the SEC formally adopted a position that investment discretion 

over a brokerage account would not be investment advice. It further clarified, 

however, that other instances (in addition to extended vacations or illnesses) may 

include, among other solely incidental advisory activities, security transactions 

executed within a limited period of time or for a specified amount, to satisfy margin 

requirements, or to purchase a bond with a specified credit rating and maturity. As 

regulators are prone to do, other potential ‘solely incidental’ activities are not ruled out 

and depend on “facts and circumstances” if reviewed by a court or regulator for 

compliance.  However,  a period of investment discretion lasting more than a few 

months might be viewed by the SEC as an advisory relationship and therefore not 

solely incidental advice. 

  

The SEC also tackled the question of monitoring, which also is viewed generally as a 

characteristic of an advisory relationship under the Advisers Act. However, the SEC 

greatly expanded the ability  of a broker to include as solely incidental advice 

monitoring a buy-and-hold account for investment buying or selling opportunities and, 

without prior customer agreement, to voluntarily review holdings and then contact the 

customer with recommendations. 

  

Reactions 

As might be expected to readers following this issue, support and opposition to the 

package broke down along familiar lines. Democrats in Congress have attacked the 

rules as anti-consumer by further muddying the distinctions over market conduct 

standards, and other observers suggest an administrative challenge of Reg BI in the 

courts is coming. 

  

Fiduciary advocates are developing new fiduciary pledges and other marketing tactics 

to highlight the differences between Reg BI and the fiduciary standard, and 

undoubtedly brokerage firms soon will be touting the new best interest obligation 

under the law for brokers. 

  

On Capitol Hill, the chair of the House Financial Services Committee, Maxine Waters 

(D-CA) has proposed blocking Reg BI in the appropriations process by barring the 

SEC from using any funding, typically in the form of staff salaries, to implement Reg 

BI next year. The same tactic was tried by Republicans in years past against the DOL 

fiduciary rule without success. The Democratic leaders on the House and Senate 

committees that oversee the DOL, Rep. Bobby Scott (D-VA) and Patty Murray (D-WA) 

also have requested a study by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) on the 
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impact of the Fifth Circuit’s vacature of the rule on how the marketplace has changed 

since then. Some of the questions asked include changes to compensation structures 

of advisers, the overall effect on ERISA plans and IRA accounts, and the extent to 

which Reg BI covers advice to retirement savers. 

  

Although it is too early to assess the legal strategies that would be used to overturn 

Reg BI in federal court and conversely, any regulations adopted by the states 

mandating a fiduciary standard for brokers, some of the issues likely to arise in court 

would involve whether the regulations conformed to Congress’s legislative intent, 

whether the economic analysis of the impact of the new rules was biased one way or 

the other, and on the state level, whether federal law preempts’ state authority to 

mandate fiduciary conduct for brokers. 

  

Finally, interested parties are awaiting the DOL’s next move. After the DOL fiduciary 

rule was overturned, the Department quickly issued a temporary enforcement policy in 

the form of Field Assistance Bulletin 2018-02 that is still in effect. It essentially 

retained the rule’s impartial conduct standards for conflicted advice and, as long as a 

firm makes a good faith effort to comply, it would not take enforcement action. 

  

However, it is anticipated that the DOL will adopt an exemption or exemptions that 

permit compliance with Reg BI as a safe harbor under its own fiduciary standard but 

with a sticking point that it cannot get around under ERISA, and that is the 

compensation must be “reasonable.” Unlike the DOL’s old Best Interest Contract 

Exemption, Reg BI does not mandate a similar requirement. 

  

The Department has estimated it would propose its own corresponding rules package 

sometime this fall and, it is rumored, may also include a change in the definition of an 

investment fiduciary under sec. 3(21) of ERISA. 

 

About Legislative Intelligence Update 
The purpose of this update, prepared by Potomac Strategies for Investments & Wealth 

Institute, is to give members legislative, regulatory, and other public policy intelligence and 

analysis. It is strictly informational and should not be relied upon as legal or compliance 

advice. Investments & Wealth Institute, as an education and credentialing organization, does 

not lobby Congress and generally does not advocate for any particular legislative or regulatory 

position either on its own or through its relationship with Potomac Strategies.  
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If you have questions after reading this update, please contact the Institute by replying to this 

email. We will either respond personally to your inquiry or include a response in an upcoming 

issue. 

 


